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gory, so  long as  they  are  by  any possibility under human
control.
While as stated above an "act of God or of the public enemy" making performance impossible, will discharge a contract, yet it must be clearly shown that such "act of God or of the public enemy" did in fact render the performance quite impossible, and not simply difficult or expensive. Thus if wind, flood, or lightning should destroy a partly completed engineering work, if it were possible to re-erect it within the time specified, the contractor would be held to full performance.
47. Kinds of So-called Impossibilities Which Will Not Discharge the Contract. "When a person contracts to do a given act he pledges himself as having the capacity to do it, and assumes the risk of being prevented from performing his contract by obstacles or accidents; against obstacles or accidents that may interfere with performance he should fro* tect himself by contract* Having presumed generally to do a thing he can not allege that difficulties and obstacles prevented him from fulfilling his contract, although they did in fact render the doing of the thing by him impossible. lie i»s bound to do whatever is within the scope of any human being to accomplish. "
From the above which is quoted from Judge Amos Thayer, of the United States Court of Appeals, it is evident that if a contractor wishes to obtain release from full and complete performance for certain contingencies, as for instance, inability to obtain material, or to place sub-contracts, or to get the subcontractors to comply with their agreement, or to provide against labor strikes, whether in the trades or on the railroads, or against the inclemencies of the weather which might make performance within the time difficult and very expensive, or against any other of the extraordinary contingencies which may arise to prevent performance except at great loss, he must evidently provide protection for himself in the body of the con-

